
Our portfolios posted positive returns in July as financial markets continued to recover. Central bank 
policy has clearly been instrumental in market performance since March. However, the strong 
performance of credit was also bolstered by improving economic data as global economies continued to 
re-open and pent-up demand was unleashed.  The performance of the financial markets since March has 
been remarkable but we must remember it will take longer for the “real economy” to fully recover.  We 
cannot discount how deep the shocks were to the global economy due to pandemic lockdowns. One of the 
starkest indicators of the severity of the shutdowns was April’s job number in the US. The number of jobs 
lost during that month was 20.8 million (as per US Bureau of Labor Statistics) – basically wiping out the 
previous decade’s job gains. Thus, while we are encouraged by improving economic data (including job 
gains), we need to remind ourselves that the recovery will be long and uneven.

Despite continued strong performance we still believe corporate bond valuations are attractive. Credit 
spreads have retraced a significant amount since March, when valuations were pushed to extraordinary 
levels owing to a temporary liquidity vacuum. In that environment prices were detached from 
fundamentals. Since that time, central bank intervention and better economic data has caused 
investment grade bonds to retrace 85% of their initial widening and high yield by 77%.1 However, we still 
see value in credit, especially relative to other asset classes. Government yields are at all-time lows and 
equity valuations looks relatively high for their risk. Conversely, current investment grade credit spread 
levels are pricing in an approximately 7% default rate in US and Canadian markets over the next 5 years. 
Going back to the 1980’s the highest 5-year cumulative default rate experienced in the US was 2%. 2

Although the impact of COVID-19 and future shutdowns is significant, we believe there is still value left in 
the asset class.

We are employing a selective approach focusing on the pockets of the market where there is most value. 
Dispersion in credit markets remains elevated. Credit spreads for certain companies are now near pre-
pandemic levels. Examples include Oracle, Apple and Microsoft. Other corporate bonds still come with 
credit spreads well above long-term averages in hard-hit sectors such as retail, leisure and airlines. This 
dispersion across markets is an opportunity for relative value and selective positioning. The Federal 
Reserve’s buying program in the US has led to significant compression of credit spreads in USD corporate 
bonds with 5 years or less to maturity. Thus, alongside core defensive positions we are also searching 
outside of this segment of the market for opportunities that are being overlooked by those investors who 
are simply “following the Fed”.
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1 Based on Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate and US High Yield Indices ending July 31, 2020
2 Source: Bloomberg & Moody's

Probability of default based on Bloomberg 5 Year Default Probability  market-based models

Executive Summary

• Financial markets continued to recover with strong performance in corporate bonds.
• We continue to focus on a conservative core positioning with selective exposure to areas of the 

market where the Federal Reserve is not an active participant.
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We continue to focus on “core” high quality sectors and businesses and are using a highly selective 
approach with cyclically sensitive companies. Because of dispersion many of our portfolios are 
positioned with high quality “cores” focused on defensive positioning.  We continue to view Financials as 
part of this core as they are well-positioned at this point in the cycle.  Although there will be earnings 
headwinds for banks, they are well-capitalized companies which gives us comfort as bondholders. In the 
portfolios we have  been rotating some exposures into non-USD issues from US-based banks which offer 
relative value without taking more credit risk. Certain mandates also added select subordinated 
securities in global diversified banks where valuations were attractive versus senior bonds. We have also 
found attractive opportunities in the short-term bonds of leasing companies who recently increased their 
balance sheet liquidity. Alongside these opportunities within the core part of our portfolio, some of our 
mandates have established highly selective satellite positions in more cyclically sensitive issuers. Many 
of these companies have issued bonds over the last quarter at attractive yields despite being secured by
high-quality assets. With many unknowns ahead we believe this approach strikes the right balance 
between risk and reward. 

Thank you for your support and please contact us should you have any questions.

SATELLITE
• More cyclical sectors

• Overlooked issuers
• Often Secured/Collateral for safety

Examples:
Retail / Real Estate / Energy

CORE
• Defensive business 
• Well-capitalized companies
• Less cyclical cash flows

Examples:
Telecom. / Financials / Utilities

For illustrative purposes only.

Focusing on Core Exposure With Selective Satellite Positions
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Important Information

The information presented herein is for informational purposes only. It does not provide financial, legal, 
accounting, tax, investment or other advice, and should not be acted or relied upon in that regard without 
seeking the appropriate professional advice. The information is drawn from sources believed to be reliable, 
but the accuracy or completeness of the information is not guaranteed, nor in providing it does RP Investment 
Advisors LP (“RPIA”) assume any responsibility or liability whatsoever. The information provided may be 
subject to change and RPIA does not undertake any obligation to communicate revisions or updates to the 
information presented. Unless otherwise stated, the source for all information is RPIA. This document does 
not form the basis of any offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of securities. Products and services of 
RPIA are only available in jurisdictions where they may be lawfully offered and to investors who qualify under 
applicable regulation. “Forward-Looking” statements are based on assumptions made by RPIA regarding its 
opinion and investment strategies in certain market conditions and are subject to a number of mitigating 
factors. Economic and market conditions may change, which may materially impact actual future events and 
as a result RPIA’s views, the success of RPIA’s intended strategies as well as its actual course of conduct. 
Trade examples are presented for illustrative purposes and does not necessarily reflect a trade or current 
holding in any particular RPIA strategy or fund. 

RPIA investment strategies may be available to eligible Canadian investors by way of private pooled 
investment funds, publicly offered mutual funds and/or separately managed accounts. The available 
investment vehicle for a particular strategy may differ based on the nature of the investor, minimum 
investment requirements, offering documents or management agreements and applicable regulatory 
considerations.
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